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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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In Our 93rd Year

John Mack Carter Is
Named President Of
Downe Communications
John Mack Carter, son of
Mrs. W.Z. Carter, of Murray,
has been elected President and
:-Cidet Operating -Officer: of
--,
Downe Communications, Inc.,
according to Edward R. Downe,
Jr.
Mr. Downe, the principal
-stockholder, is Chairman of the
Board and Chief Executive
Officer. He had also held the
post of President.
Mr. Carter, 43, was Vice
President---of—Downemunications, which he joined
when the Company acquired
Ladies' Home Journal in 19811,
and has also been President of
Downe Publishing, the Corn-

It's called "I
Nation"

Am

pany's magazine subsidiary,
and Editor of Ladies' Home
JournaL
"This recognizes the outstanding managerial talent Mr.
Carter has demonstrated as
President of the magazine
subsidiary," Mr.-Downe said,
"and we feel that extending his

The

I was born on July 4, 1776 and
Inthe
Declaration of
dependence is my birth certificate. The bloodlines of the
world run in-my veins, because
I offered freedom to the oppressed. I am many things, and
many people. I am the nation.
I am more than 200 million
living souls—and the ghost of
millions who have lived and
died for me.
I am Nathan Hale and Paul
Revere. I stood at Lexington
and fired the shot heard around
the world. I am Washington,
Jefferson and Patrick Henry. I
am John Paul Jones, the Green
Mountain Boys and Davy
Crockett. I am Lee and Grant
and Abe Lincoln.
-f- -remember the- Alamo, the
Maine and Pearl Harbor. When
freedom Called T answered and
stayed until it was over, over
there. I left my heroic dead in
Flanders Fields, on the rock of
Corregidor, on the bleak slopes
of Korea and in the steaming
jungle of Vietnam.

tfri"'

I am the Brooklyn Bridge, the
wheat fieldrorKansas and the
granite hills of Vermont. I am
the coalfields of the Virginias
and Pennsylvania, the fertile
lands of the West, the Golden
Gate and the Grand Canyon. I
am Independence Hall, the
Monitor and the Merrimac.
I am big. I sprawl from the
Atlantic to the Pacific—my
arms reach out to embrace
Alaska and Hawaii-3 million
square miles throbbing with
industry. I am more than 3
iiiillion farms. lam forest, field,
mountain and desert. lam quiet
villa-ges in the country and
teeming cities that never sleep.
You can look at me and see
Ben Franklin walking down the
(Continued on Page Eight)

The Weather
JACKSON PURCHASE
Fair and Warmer today and
tonight. High today 65 to 70.
Low tonight 40 to 53. Sunday,
warmer, chance of rain by
afternooh. High in the low 70s.
Monday . . . cooler with showers ending.

lowers,
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Theta Department
Program Planned
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hear
a special program of music by
the Chorus of the Music
Department of the club at the
regular meeting_ to be held
Monday. March 13, at 7130.p.m.
at the club house.
Mrs. Josiah Darnell is the
director and Mrs. Joe Prince is
the pianist for the chorus.
Featured on the program will
be a solo by Mrs. Wayne Keller.
Hostesses for the evening will
be Mrs. James Rogers, Mrs. C.
W. .Jones; and Mrs. Jules
Harcourt.
11111

The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
its regular meeting at the club
house on Monday, March 13, at
7:30 pin.
Readers
Members of the
Theatre Group at Murray State
University will present the
program, according to Mrs.
program
Austin,
Clegg
chairman.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
J(WN MACK CARTER
Fazi, Deolores Warner,
talents and energies to the daily Frank
Kenneth Winters,
Crass,
A.B.
operations of the entire Comand Bill Wells.
Wilson,
H.W.
pany will greatly enhance our
progress in all areas."
Downe Communications
publishes American Home and
Family Weekly in addition to
Ladies' Home Journal. The
Company is al80- engaged in
The Ladies day luncheon will
mutual fund management,
served at the Calloway
be
advertising representation, the
Country Club on WedCounty
operation of CATV systems, and
March 15, at noon with
nesday,
general
of
sale
order
the mail
Irvan as luncheon
John
Mrs.
merchandise and women's
Com- chairman.
Downe
fashions.
Other hostesses will be
munications also owns apRobert Hibbard, Bill
Mesdames
proximately 40 percent of the
Buford Hurt, Elwood
common stock of Bartell Media Crouse,
Clyde
Corporation which publishes Brorn, Albert Koertner,
Miss
Reicroat.
Joseph
Adkn,
and
dist:ratites consumer
Miss Sue
magazines and books, and Bent Hinton, and
Brown.
operates AM and FM radio
Reservations should be made
stations.
by Monday noon.
Continued on Page Eight)
Mrs. Jack Roach and Mrs.
Stan Hendrickson will be the
bridge chairmen for the day.
This session will start at nine

The Music Department Of the
Murray Woman's Club will
present its annual Spring style
show Thursday, March 16, at
7:30 p.m. at the Murray
University School auditorium.
"It's a Little Bit of Irish" has
been selected as the theme of
the show, according to the
geniral chairman, Mrs. Max
Brandon. As a special treat this
year there are four men's shops
participating: Buckingham
Ray,College Shop, Corn-Austin,
and Graham & Jackson.
The moderator for the
evening will.be Mrs. Robert E.
Johnson, wearing clothing from
the Fashion Shack. Other ladies
stores participating will be
Campus Casual, Dora -Mae,
Littleton's, The Place, and
Mademoiselle.
Members taking charge of
special activities are; Mrs.
James Carlin, placard girl:
Moffett, Mrs. Charles
programs; Mrs. Charles Tolley
intermission; Mrs. Charles
Simons, door prizes; Mrs. Jack
Winter, sound; Mrs. Donald
Burke, set decoration; and
Mrs. Vernon Nance, Mrs. H.
Glenn Doran, and Mrs. Joe
Dick, ushers.
Tickets are $1.00 and can be
purchased from any member of
the MusinDepartment or will be
sold at the door.

CHORUS REHEARSAL
The Chorus of the Music
Murray
Extended outlook Monday Department of the
Woman's Club will have a
through Wednesday
A chance of showers Monday rehearsal in the downstaris of
the club bouse-at44Own.prior
-and-in-the-east -Tuesday. Partly
cloudy Wednesday. Cooler Mon- to the program for the Theta
day through Wednesday. Low Department.
temperatures mostly in.the upPUPPIES FREE.
per 40s early Monday, low 408
Six puppies, one half German
early Tuesday and the midlind
upper 30s early Wednesday. Shepherd, '-and ode half Toy
High-temperatures on the up- Collie, ten dionths old, are free
per 60s Monday, the low 60
1 to persons to give them a good
.
Tuesday iind the mid and upper home. Poi information call 7536578.
50s Wednesday.

Morehead
Speaks To
Rotarians

"If you have long wished to do
something specifically,.do it,"
C. G. Morehead, Kentucky's
nationally-recognized artist of
property, told members of the
Murray Rotary Club Thursday.
In Murray for the unveiling
Wednesday night of his latest
painting "Oakhurst," the
campus home of Murray State
University presidents, the
Owensboro artist amused the
Rotarians with some of his
painting and speaking experiences since supplementing
his realtor business with his
unique documentation of real
estate on canvas.
He told how, in 1%3, he
received a small set of beginner
oils from his wife as a gift and
without any formal art training.
aside from a required high
he
school art course,
discovered a talent which has
gained him prominence in art
circles:
8.m.
Since_then,_ 14 of his _paintings
have been released in limited
editinn,_isints,.-rriany of which
have become collectors' items.
Since he was a realtor for more
than 25 years, his interest,
naturally, centers on unusual
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free old buildings.
and Accepted Masons will have
a call meeting on Monday,
His remarks to the Rotarians
Marcli3,13, at seven p.m. at the related some of his experiences
Masonic Hall on the north side in preserving on canvas many
of the court square in downtown architectural landmarks and
Murray.
the reflection of memories and
Work will be in the E. A. the feeling that history has
degree. All Master Masons are passed his way.
urged to attend.
He discussed his first two
original oil paintings. The first
was that of an aging barn he
HOMEMAKERS MEET
The
New
Providence spotted one snowy day while
Homemakers Club will meet at appraising an old farm near
the home of Mrs. Terry Owensboro.
Housden on Tuesday, March 14,
"The stillness of the white'
at one p.m.
blanketed countryside stirred a
deep response," he said, and his
FREE DOG
paintings continue to express
Short hair, black brownish this kind of feeling about id
rust, male young dog has buildings.
strayed to the home of Eurie
His second work was a
Garland, 316 South 9th Street.
Any one else may have the dog.
(Continued on Page EAght

Luncheon Planned
At Calloway Club

Spring Style
Show Planned
Here Thursday

C.G. MOREHEAD,Kentneles "artist of property," is shown speaking to the Murray Rotary Club
Thursday. Introduced by Murray State President Harry M. Sparks, Morehead was in Murray to
participate in the University's nth Anniversary Year observance and to unveil his latest painting,
Dr. Forrest Pogue,
"Oaldmrst," traditional hems of Murray State presidents. Seated at the right
Arlington, Va., president of the affray State Alumni Association.

A Country Music Show will be
presented at the Hazel School.on
Friday, March 17, at seven
p.m:,according to Roy Cothran,
principal of the school.
Bands to be features include
The Hartnonettes,Jan and Jim
Allbritten, Eugene Kirk and the
Country Gentlemen, and Joe
Doran and his band. These
groups are all donating their
tune. They are well, _known
groups and have made records.
Funds from the show will be
used to black top the play
ground area, according to
Principal Cothran. Sandwiches,
fried pies, brownies, and drinks
will be sold.

Bill Strong
New Minister
Of Church

Pastor Bill Strong, 24, a
native of West Kentucky, is the
new minister of the Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Born in Greenville, Ky., April
14, 1947, he was graduated from
Greenville High School. He
attended college at Southern
in
College
Missionary
Collegedale, Tenn., graduating
with a B.A. in Theology. He also
attended graduate school at the
Seventh -day Adventists
AnTheological Seminary,
drews University, Berrien
Springs, Mich.
Pastor Strong comes to this
district from the Whitehaven
Seventh-day Adventists Church
in Memphis.
The new pastor will have
charge of three churches in this
area, namely, Paris, Murray,
and Fulton.
Pastor Strong is married to
former Miss Dixie
the
Calloway County Judge
Halversen who is also a
has
Miller
0.
Robert
proclaimed the week of March
12-10 as "American Legion
Week". The
Birthday
proclamation reads as follows:

March 12-18 Is
Named American
Legion Week

'1Wftereas, The American
Legion was founded in 1919,
shortly after the termination of
World War I, as an organization
of war veterans dedicated to the
lofty principle of continuing
service to God and Country;
and

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
The Kentucky House has declared in a near-solid voice that
one of the constitutional amendments it wants the people to
vote on next year is one that
would provide annual legislative sessions.
Under the proposed amendment which the House passed
as House Bill 618 Friday on a
96-1 vote, the General Assembly
would meet in a 45-day, interrupted session every year.
The provision that it not be
required to meet in continuous
session was designed to allow
the Legislature to adjourn from
time to time but still hold committee meetings during those
lapses. The time in actual session thus could be better spent.
But the total period during
which the Legislature is in
session under the bill could not
be more than six months from
the time it convenes.
The state constitution now
limits the General Assembly to
one 60-day session every two
years, with Saturdays being
counted as part of the 60 days.
A governor can call a special
session at any time for a specific purpose but the legislators
cannot take up any matter not
mentbined by the governor in
that call.
In speaking for the bill, several House members took note
of pressure to offer a constitutional amendment to overhaul the judiciary system, setting up an intermediate level
between circuit courts and the
Court of Appeals. Reps. Joe
Clark, D-Danville, and William
Kenton, D-Lexington, offered a
resolution calling for a study of

the court system and possible
reform so it could be acted
upon in the 1974 session.
Only two proposed constitutional amendments can be
submitted for votes by the
people every-two-years and one
of those in effect has already
been chosen.
That is a clustered amendment to allow sheriffs to succeed themselves, make the
state superintendent of public
instruction an appointed rather
than elected official and to
abolish the Railroad Commission. The members of the State
Board of Education would be
elected under the amendment,
instead of appointed by the governor, as they are now, and
that panel would appoint the
superintendent.
Gov. Wendell Ford has committed himself to support that-,
amendment and it already, has
been passed by the Senate. It is
customary for the House and
Senate each to get one of the
two possible amendments.
Ford also has indicated he favors the judicial amendment
and the House committee involved has reported out a bill
to that effect as well as the one
calling for annual legislative
sessions. That was described as
a device to let the entire House
decide which amendment it
wanted.
/
Both of the judicial and legislative constitutional amendments were reported out of the
House committee Tuesday. The
leadership has not scheduled
the judicial one for a vote on
the floor.

The case of the Com- yesterday after some difficulty
monwealth vs Tommy Maness was experienced in seating a
was dismissed yesterday in jury. The actual jury selection - •
Calloway Circuit Court on began on Wednesday morning
motion of the Commonwealth after the jury on the BrownAttorney Boyce Clayton. County Ward Elkins case had retired,
Attorney Sid Easley asked that however this was postponed
the case be dropped because until Thursday morning until
"Whereas, Its leadership and
new evidence which was known this jury had completed its work
counsel in endeavors seeking to
by a law enforcement -officer so more jurors could be tapped
strengthen our freedoms and
had just- been revealed which for the criminal case.
perpetuate our free institutions
The Commonwealth alleged
showed that Maness did not
have identified the American
commit the crime for which he that young Maness had entered
Legion as one of the great
was charged, i.e. breaking into the body shop of Kenneth and
bulwarks of the American way
the body shop of Howard and Howard Todd on Chestnut
of life, and
Kenneth Todd on June 10, 1971. Street and had removed two
Pastor Bill Strong
(Continued on Page Eight)
"Whereas', the American
The' contht of County AtLegion, now consisting of four graduate
Southern torney Easley's statement is as
of
generations of war veterans, is Missionary College. with a B.S. follows:
concentrating its efforts in the in
"Ladies and gentlemen of the
Behavioral Science. The
communitities it serves to Strings have one child, Sheri, jury.
emphasize its theme of 'Reach seven months old.
"Yesterday afternoon after
Time,'
Action
Out—It's
The new minister will be adjournment, Mr. Clayton, the
mustering its leadership residing at Route Six, Box 42L. Commonwealth's Attorney, and
resources and talents to meet Murray, Ky. His telephone myself found out for the first
potential problems with positive number is 753-2715. Anyone can time that one of our law enMrs. Harlan Hodges, well actions; and
contact the new minister by forcement officers had in- known speaker and dramatist
that
showed
which
formation
"Whereas, the American writing to P.O. Box 566,
from Murray, was presented
Tommy Maness, the accused,
Legion this year is observing its Murray, Ky. 42071.
with the "Key to the City of
for
crime
the
commit
not
did
fifty-third year as a gigantic
on -Friday at dine
Owensboro"
We
here,
charged
which he is
fraternity of service; and
'was
she
as
leaving her
ado.
believe this information to be
"Whereas, Murray Post No.
motel.
we
therefore,
and,
reliable,
73, through its many beneficial
The Murray women was
intend to move that Judge
activities and programs, has
presented the gold key by a
charges
the
dismiss
Lassiter
become an asset to the County
representative of the Mayor of
against Tommy Maness and
of Calloway, now
for "services
Owensboro
WASHINGTON I AP) — The that the Jury be discharged.
rendered to the city in her
"Therefore, I Robert 0. White House announced Friday
"As Commonwealth's At.Miller, Court Judge of the the tWo rare giant Pandas given torney and . County Attorney, particular field of work".
Mrs. Hodges was the speaker
County of Calloway, do hereby to the tInited States by the our duties are to prosecute
proclaim the week of March 12- People's Republic of China will those persons who are arrested at the meeting of the In-'
18 as American Legion Birthday arrive in the United States by our officers and whom we ternational Rading Association
and the Association for
Week, and do call upon all about April 1.
believe to be guilty. It is as
Education
on
citizens, business firms, and
"All we know is that they'll much the duty of our offices to Childhood
organizations to join in ex- be here about April 1. We don't protect those who are innocent Thursday evening at Owentending expressions of apknow how they're coming or as to prosecute those who are sboro. She had reviewed the
'
book, "The Tall Woman" by
preciation of both the wartime where they're going," a spokes- guilty.
and peacetime services of our
ACcardtrig tO Otir in- Wilma DylrEffian, aMihad—been
Lnribirnaires,iiMIdg-gritry our
last giant panda in the formation at that time and well received by the audience
support of their current en- United States, Mel-Lan of Chi- considering the evidence which which included- members and
deavors to give the greatest cago's Brookfield Zoo, died in came before this Jury visitors who had brought tickets
possible meaning to their 1972 1953.
yesterday, Tommy Maness is for the special program.
The honored woman was
theme of 'Reach Out-It's Action
Pandas are found only in a not guilty of the crime of
Time.'
small area of western China. breskitda and entering the accompanied by her husband to
the Owensboro program and
The Murray High Cheerleaders took first place at the District
"In Witness Whereof, I have The last one sold to the London storehouse of Howard Todd,for was with her at the time she was
Cheerleading competition last Saturday at South Marshall. They
acin
about
of
which
price
charge&
a
is
he
brought
Zoo
and
hereunto set my hand
presented the key. Mrs. Hodges
advance to the Regional competition today. They are, back left to
,,caused to be affixed the official 825,000, a spokestnan for the cordance with this, we hereby had previously presented
right, Susan Johnson, Melissa Gilbert, front, Cindy Colson, Lesh
seal of the County of Calloway National Zoo in Washington move to dismiss the charget." programs in Owenstroro.
Fulton. Jan Purdom
The trial got underway
on this 8th day of March, 1972." said.

Chinese Pandas To

Arrive Here, April

PAGE THR

An Unconventional
Women's Liberation
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Will Huie, age 66, died today at his home, 100 South
16th Street.
Fifteen troops of the Murray Girl Scout Council
will join with millions in the observance of the 50th
anniversary of Girl Scouting during the coming
_
Private Douglas M. Fitts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William F. Fitts, is undergoing basic training with
the Army at Fort Jackson, S.,C.
Fulton City beat Reidland 62 to 58 in the finals of
the First Regional Basketball Tournament here.
Fulton City will meet Caneyville in its first game at
the tate tournament.
John L.Tucker was a wiruier of $100 in fertilizer in
a national contest by the Spencer'Chemical Company. Hutson Chemical is the local Spencer dealer.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER es TIMES FILE

M-S J. R. Story received third degree burns on his
hands when a stove exploded in their bunker on a hill
in Korea. He hopes to be home sometime in April.
Sgt. Ronald Burkeen is spending his furlough with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dave Burkeen, before
leaving for overseas duty in Korea.
Births reported are a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hobert
Brandon on March 4, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Creekmur on March 10, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Freelon Pierce on March 11.
Miss Marjorie IVIirrphy, nutritionist for this area,
will be the guest speaker at the meeting of the Almo
School PTA.

30YearsAgoThis Week
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are James Ira Thompson, age 28, _
Mrs. Pricella Boggess, age 72, R. A. Lancaster, age
72, and William Riley Smith, age 82.
An average of $12.04 has been reported for the
season's sale of dark fired tobacco here.
- --New officers of the-Calloway County Farm Bureau include Hansford Doran as president and Rudy
Hendon as vice-president.
Murray High was the winner and New Concord
the runnerup in the Fourth District Basketball
Tournament. Both will play in the First Regional
Tournament this week.
.Births reported are a girl to Mr. and Ws. Frank
Stubblefield on March 6 and a girl trgi
..rand Mrs.
Elroy Suiter on March 8.
"Kathleen" starring Shirley Temple, Herbert
Marshall, Laraine Day, Gail Patrick, and Felix
Bressart, is showing at the Varsity Theatre.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross.—Galatians
6:14.
There is only one thing that a Christian feels like shouting
about—not his accomplishments, not his possessions, but his
salvation: the work of God for him,a sinner.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
If a lawmaker ever finds himself choking so
convulsively that he panics and fears he is about 10
die, then he knows exactly the felling so many of us
get about government.
"In all sorts of government man is made
to believe himself free, and to be in chains."
—Stanislaus, king of Poland, 1 763

GET
ATTENTION

Corporation
Taxes Due On
March 15, IRS

as bringini Kentucky law into
By MARIA BRADEN
Louisville, Ky.—Wednesday,
line with Title VII of tbe US.
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,.Ky.(AP) — A Civil Rights Act, which forbids March 15, is a Federal tax
deadline for corporations whose
new women's group is calling discrimination in employment.
The committee is also spon- tax year ends December 31,
for more power in what they
soring a "political action 1971.
see as a society run by men.
Corporations-must file a 1971
But thew women don't course" to teach women how to
march, sit-in or burn their run for public office. Mrs. income tax return, or an apHtunphries said registration for plication- for extension of time
bras.
"We're a little bit old," said the seven-week course was for filing, on Form 7004 by
the president, Mrs. Marie Hum- filled immediately. When the March 15, Robert J. Dath,
course ends, those who partici- District Director of Internal
phries.
They go under the staid label pated will go out and teach oth- Revenue for Kentucky, said
today.
of Kentucky Women's Chamber er women.
At least 50 percent of the
Another area of concern is
of Commerce. The group believes it is the only state-wide self-protection. Recently the balance of the tax due when the
women's Chamber in the na- -group -sponsored a self-defense return is filed or when the exconference here, which was at- tension is requested on March
tion.
Members are business and tended by from 1,200 to 1,500 15 must be deposited in an
professional women in their persons —60 per cent of them approved commercial bank or a
male, Mrs. Humphries esti- Federal Reserve bank.
mid 404 and 504.
"Most of our members have mated. The group is also under- Deposits should be made using
excelled in their fields," said writing cost of publishing 10,000 Form 503, "Federal Tax
Mrs. Humphries. "They're suc- of the Louisville Police Depart- Deposit, Corporation Income
cessful women in their own ment's "Lady Beware" pam- Taxes."
Publication 542, "Corright. They're not fighting any- phlets.
thing."
Other committee_ eoneerns porations and the Federal
The mother of two college- are couummity relations, social Income Tax," which provides
aged children and president of service, ecology and consumer detailed information on this
subject can be obtained free in
a Louisville insurance confpany affairs.
The.organization has_colleen- person or by mail, from your
and an - employment ageney,IRS district office.
Mrs. Humphries said the group trated on developing realistic
is with the women's liberation programs, rather than on a
;srael has spent $71.4 million
movement "to the extent that drive for new membership,
we want to participate in pol- Mrs. Humphries said. There on maintaining and developing
the Gaza Strip since capturing
icy-making decision" at the are now about 120 members.
it from Egypt in 1967.
state and local level.
Mexico will have more than
She said women's liberation 60,000 mites of highways when
Early bow-shaped harps with
has become distorted by the present road construction is four strings weighed less
than
completed.
media. "The phrase has beone pound, while today's 46come a catch-all for anyone
Mexico City. had its first elec- string concert harps weigh 80
working toward women's tric trolley car in 1902.
pounds.
rights," she said. "It's now
used in a derogatory fashion."
The Chamber's aim is to
"contribute to the Commonwealth of Kentucky"
through the utilization of women's abilities.
"We have been left out of the
planning stages," Mrs. Humphries said. "A vacuum has
been created insofar as utilization, of women's talents is
concerned.
"If we had women in the legAdventure and
islature they would deal more
entertainment for
realistically with the problems.
the whole tamely!
"We would see entirely difA RAINBOW ADVENTURE FILM
C 1971 AMERICAN NATIONAL ENTERPRISES Mc
ferent kinds of laws come out
of the legislature, if women's
abilities were utilized," she
added,
"We must do away with•Cinderella," she said. "Prince
Charming for too many women
turns out to be welfare."
To deal with the problems of
Sun. 12:30 2:45 5:00 7:15 9:30
welfare, women legislators
Monday 4:15 6:30 8:45
would "go back and re-examine
the educational structure" and
would introduce legislation providing more vocational training
for girls,she said.
-Women would also try to
Ends rotate
create employment opportun"KOTCH"(PG)
ities for women,encourage new
industry to hire women, once
they developed marketable
Starts Sun. * "NORTH COUNTRY"( G
skills.
_.....=•••••••11•••••••

Malpractice Insurance Rates
Rise Phenomenally Recently
Thus; the AMA's insurance meeting of the Federation of
plan aims to reduce insurance state Medical Board that there
premiums and court awards by has been hostility among Amerimproving the quality of medi- ican doctors toward recertificacine practiced by the doctors tion.
But, he said, there is increascovered.
ing public knowledge that some
Most doctors find time out- physicians are not pursuing
side of practices, which often
self-education as vigorously as
take 60 to 70 hours a week, to they should. The public is
keep abreast of developments
othin their fields. There is no as- ers responsible for public safesurance that -all do, and, in- ty and Welfare—such as airline
deed, many do not.
pilots—must be Ireexamined
Dr. Richard Kessler, associ- peridically.
ate dean o&-the Northwestern
"There is no excuse for not
By C.G. MeDANIEL
University medical school, ChiAP Science Writer
, cago, says the half-life of a • keeping up," he said. "The conThe doctor's pocketbook is medical education is 10 years. scientious physician will find
the time."
causing him to have a careful That is, half of what a doctor
A dozen or so speciality solook at the kind of medicine
learned in medical school has
cieties in recent years have deother doctors practice.
been outmoded or superseded
veloped voluntary self-assessWith an increase in the numby new knowledge in a rapidly
ment tests whereby physicians
ber of medical malpractice
developing field.
may test themselves to find out
suits and what is considered a
How, then, can patients be
where their knowledge needs
phenomenal rise in the amount sure that their doctors know
improvement.
of court awards to persons in- about the latest developments
But -these examinations- not
jured by doctors and other and practice in their fields? ,
only are voluntary, they are
medical workers._ the cost of They usually cannot, other than
given and graded in such a way
medical malpractice insurance to trust that their doctors are
that the medical organizations_
has risen—also phenomenally.
about keeping up.
do not know hew their memIt is not uncommon for juries teaseientions
Proposals have been made to
bers fared. This also prevents
to award damages in six figrequire that all doctors take a
these organizations, in most inures to injured patients. Some
certain number of courses each
stances; from devising educaawards exceeding $1 million year in
order to maintain their
tional programs aimed at rehave been made. This has certification
as specialists, to
medying the most widespread
meant a skyrocketing of insur- maintain their license to pracweaknesses within their ranks.
ance premium costs, so that a -lice and to
maintain memberThe AMA trustees recently
high-risk specialist may have to Ship in
medical societies.
approvettimplan4o....deelop a
pay as much as 628,000 a year
Coupled with this are proposself-assessment resodt*- cenfor coverage.
als which would eliminate the
ter, with aid from the federal
The cost is spread over the
current practice in most spe- government,
through which
risk group, so every member
cialties and states to grant cerphysicians may examine themmust share the increased costs tification and
licensure for life
selves at the AMA's national
resulting from adverse rulings after
passing the initial qualimeetings.
against each member.
fying examinations.
Ebert pointed out also that
Sen. Edward Kennedy, DNot much has happened to
there is nothing to keep a docMass., sees a "direct and deep- implement thee
proposals, al- tot from
practicing as a spely disturbing correlation be- though
the first Wps have been
cialist even if he never took the
tween malpractice suds and the
taken.
specialty board test or if he
quality of medical practice."
The American Academy of
took it and flunked it.
He said in a speech, "Por too Pamily
Physicians, which ini
One state, New Mexico, relong, hospitals have avoided the
eludes doctors formerly known,
quires continuing education,for
issue of physician competence as general
practitioners, rerelicensure of physicians. by hiding behind the inadequate quires that its
members must
Dr. Robert C. Derbyshire of
facade of `take-it-or-leave-it' complete 150
hours of acceptSanta Fe, secretary-treasurer
continuing education prograMs able pestgraduate
study every ;4
his state's medical board
or by passing the problem on three years.
and past president of the Fedfor burial by the county mediAnd it spells out what this
eration of State Medical
cal society."
study may include. Credit is
Boards, reported at the federThe American Medical Asso- given for
attending courses,
ation's recent meeting that the
ciation is trying to do somepublication or presentation of
thing about the high cost of
requirement in New Mexico is
scientific papers, attending scifor 120 hours of postgraduate
medical malpractice insurance entific meetings,
teaching in
by offering a plan to doctors
education every three years for
medical school and other
which is tied to a peer review educational
relicensure.
activities.
plan aimed at eliminating the
The bill enabling the state
The academy also requires
causes of claims—that is, bad .that- its
medical board to establish this
members take exammedical practice—and disrequirement was adopted by
inations every five to seven
the legislature last year. Dercouraging expensive court
years on the latest developsuits.
byshire said "We thought no
ments in medicine in order to
one would object to the medical
Before a medical society afmaintain Certification as spefiliated with the AMA can patprofession's trying to raise its
cialists.
standards."
ticipate in the insurance proThis specialty is the strictest
gram, it must establish a peer
But, he said, there was opporeview system which will es- in medicine in its requirements sition from some doctors, who
liminate from coverage doctors for keeping up. The American testified against the measure
"deemed by their colleagues to Board of Internal Medicine has , because they were opposed to
be unacceptable or represent- plans to reexamine its special- t4ompul5ion;
ists every five to 10 years. but
ing a high liability risk."
"It is high time to abandon
In a pilot program conducted this will be voluntary.
the principle of licensure in
Those certified in this spe- perpetuity," Derbyshire said.
in San Diego, Calif., by CNA
Financial Corp., the insurance cialty will not lose tertification "Periodic review of some kind
company involved in the AMA if they fail the reexamination. is essential to safeguard the
program, about 5 per cent of Those who pass it %A receive public."
the doctors applying for insur- recognition for having sucance were rejected in the peer ceeded.
Mexico and Japan have
Dr. Richard V. Ebert, chair- signed a bilateral air treaty
review process or were told to
man
of
the department of Medi- permitting,airlines of both nastop doing certain surgical
procedures which got them in cine at the University of Min- tions to fly between Mexim
nesota, recently told the annual .City'and Tokyo
trouble.

EDITOR's NOTE—It is estimated that nearly half of what
a doctor learns in college has
become outdated 10 years after
his graduation. The good doctors manage to keep up with
new developments; the in-.
competent ones don't. Now
medical societies are taking
steps to see that continuing
education is part of a'doctor's
life. Following is the last of
three articles on the quality of
medicine in the United States.

If women had more say, she
contends, the legislature would
enact new divorce laws, which
ndw discriminate against men.
"They were enacted by men,"
she reminds one.
Women also would work on
problems of juvenile delinquency and child detention centers.
"Women have more human
feeling than men.about these
things," she asserted.
Mrs. Humphries sees no conflict between marriage and a
career.
Apparently
her husband
doesn't mind, either.
She relates how he came
home one night after their children were born, and "All I
I could talk about was toilet
training: He toairiel was the
dullest thing he'd ever met."
Although she admits it is
ha-d for a woman with small
children to get out and do
things, she doesn't think men
want "clinging vines" as wives.
She said some women still
think of marriage as a "free
ride" and that this must
change.
The first concern of the
Chamber is for equal pay for
equal work. "Once women have
the money to spend they'll be
welcome in public accomodations...the other things will
follow. "We must move slowly
and realistically.
"Why ask for the whole ball
of wax — and end up with nothing?"
Mrs. Humphries said the organization is interested in getting yotithg women to join the
group, but that "they seem
more impatient, want change
faster than we do."
Chamber committees are currently working in several areas
of concern to women.
A committee on legistation:
has met with Kentucky lawmakers to discuss such issues
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Sneed And Helton
Engagement- Told; Wedding, April 29

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Workman of Rockhill, S.C., Mr. and
Mrs. Milburn Dunn and
and
daughters, Deborah
Patricia, of Atlanta, Ga., and
Mrs. John T. Murdock of
Brazilia, Brazil, have all
returned to their homes after
being called to Murray due to
the death of their tielher, John
Workman on February 26. Mrs.
Murdock left Wednesday by
plane from Nashville, Tenn.,
after spending the week with
her mother, Mrs. Workman, her
sister, Mrs. J.B. Burkeen and
family, and her parents-in-law.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Murdock.
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McGary-McCuiston Vows To Be Read

Mrs. Iva Willianis _Sneed of
Nashville, Tenn., announces the
engagement of her daughter,
Jamie Roberta, to Roy
Arlington Hetton, Jr., son of Dr.
and Mrs. Roy A. Helton of
Nashville.
The bride-elect , daughter of
James R. Sneed, is the granddaughter of Mrs. Irby' M.
Williams and the late Mr.
Williams of Nashville, and Mr.
arid Mrs. Robert T. Sneed of
Adams, Tenn.
She graduated from Glencliff
High School and is a member of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority. She is
a
secretary for Life and
Casualty Insurance Company.
The groom-to-be is the
grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Jefferson E. Helton of
Bardstown,and the late Mr. and •
Mrs. Oren A. Rankin of Cynthiana.
He also graduated from
Glencliff High School and
niagna cum laude from
Belmont Colleg • where be_ was..
listed in "Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges
and Universities." He has an
. M.A. degree from Vanderbilt
University where he received a
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
--and also held a University
Fellowship. He is an instructor
in the department of English at
Murray, State University.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 29, at four o'clock in
the afternoon in the McKendree United Methodist Church,
Nashville, Tenn.

Aaufmati,\,

By Abigail Van Buren

Miss Karen Lou McGary
Mr,and Mrs.-Victor Lean's' McGary of 1308 Overby Street,
Murray,announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their youngest daughter, Karen L,ou, to Billy Kent McCuiston son
of Mr.and Mrs. William D.McCuiston,Jr.,of Murray Route Five.
Miss McGary is the granddaughter of Mrs. M. McClure Brown
and the late Lonnie McClure of Mayfield, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Victor McGary of Milburn.
Mr. McCuiston is the grandson of Mrs. Eunice Grogan Grubbs
and the late Alvie Grubbs of Murray,and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
William D. McCuiston, Sr., of Murray.
The bride-elect will graduate from Murray High School with the
class of 1972, and plans to attend Murray State this summer
majoring in English and Library Science.
Mr. McCuiston is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is presently a junior at Murray State University,
majoring in agriculture. His present place of employment is
General Tire of Mayfield.
The wedding will be onSaturday,July 1,at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening at the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ with
Brother Roy Beasley officiating. No formal invitation* are being
sent, but all friends and relatives are invited.

Mrs. Ryan Presents Miss Lala Dowdy
Program At Meeting Hostess For Jessie
Mrs. Maurice Ryan presented Ludwick Meeting

an interesting program on
The home of Miss Lala
"How the Money Given to the
Women's Society of the United Dowdy, 1654 College Terrace
Methodist Church Is Spent" to Drive, was the scene of the
the members of the Ruth Wilson meeting of the Jessie Ladvrick
Circle of the First Presbyterian
Circle Wednesday night.
Miss Krista Jean Cooper of
Mrs. W. P . Russell gave the Church held on Tuesday, March
Murray has been dismissed devotional.
7, at one-thirty o'clock in the
from the Western Baptist
The group met at the home of afternoon.
Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Olus McNelis presented
Mrs. J. B. Wilson
with Mrs.
a most interesting and
Reid Hale as co-hostess.
Recently dismissed from the
In her informative ex- challenging program on the
Western Baptist Hospital planation, Mrs. Ryan, Paris "Lenten Season".
Paducah, was Mrs. Naomi L.-- Conference District Treasurer,
The devotion from "The
Edward& of Almo Route .On
said,`Where there is-need:help tiptier Homo" was given by
Olive Hagan.
is found." She presented charts
W.T. Turner of Murray has, and percentages of all conMrs. Stanford Hendrickson,
been a patient at the Western tributions for local, national and circle chairman, opened the
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
meeting with prayer, and Mrs.
world wide contributions.
Herbert Brooks, secretarytreasurer, gave her reports.
The meeting was closed with
Mizpah benediction.
During the social hour
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
delicious refreshments of a
salad course and coffee were
including Steam Bath and/or Massage
served by Miss Dowdy to the
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
nine members and one visitor,
Mrs. Clayton.
Now Available thru April 1
The next meeting will be held
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75
on Tuesday,April 4,at the homt.
of Mrs. Vernon Campbell,
College Farm Road.

Phone 753-2962
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HERITAGE COLORING
BOOKS

WOOD & BRASS
EASELS

FOR Decoupage and Paper Tole and Folk Art

MACRAME SUPPLIES
Great Colors, variety of weights and textures in Knotting Material,
Wood Beads, Bass Bells, New Macrame Books. New Needle Point Canvas
Tablets Yarn, Metallic Lame' Yarn. All color Tissue Paper for Paper Flowers,
etc.

Come Visit Our Classes!
DECOUPAGE CLASS
March 3 and 13
9-11 A.M.
Call for Correct Time
Sponge Painting
DEPOSIT ON ALL CLASSES REQUIRED
MACRAME' CLASS

COLO

DEAR ABBY: Our daughter, Gloria, was recently married at a lovely church wedding. A reception at our club
followed immediately aftertbe ceremony.
The mother of -a yetmg man named Bill, with whom
Gloria had been quite Berk', came thru the receiving line.
She greeted me with a warm smile and firth, handshake,
and said, "We certainly wish Gloria every happiness, but if
things don't work out, maybe one day our Billy will have a
chance on her second WW1 around!"
Abby, what do you think of a person who would make
such a tasteless remark stow daughter's wedding_?
APPALLED
- - - -DEAR-APPALLED:---Not- much. But she obviSuily 'salt
exactly what she was thinking. IShe may also have Mt the
punch bowl first.]
DEAR ABBY: Larry fnot his real name) and I have
been married for three years. I am 28 and this is my first
marriage. Larry is 39, and he was married once before and
has two children whom he adores. [They live with his exwife.]
I wanted a child from the start, but we were unsuccessful. Now several doctors have told me that I will never
become pregnant!
I want to adopt, but Larry is just lukewarm on the idea.
I'll be honest with you, Abby, one of the reasons I want a
child is to hold our marriage together. Larry spends as
much time as he possibly can with his own children, which
makes me very jealous and resentful. I know it's wrong to
feel this way, but I can't help it. I feel that if he has that
much time and love to give to children, why can't they be
OURS?
I don't have to work outside the home, and I know I
would make a very good mother. What do you.think?
WANTS A CHILD
DEAR WANTS: Of all the reasons for wanting a child,
"holding a marriage together" is the worst. It would only
compound your problems, if yours is a troubled marriage.
And ft's unfair to the child. Before considering a family,
you need to resolve your feelings of resentment and jealousy. It's to Larry's credit that he's a good father.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for 17 years, have
two wonderful teen-Egers and a'darling 6-year-old. When I
found out,that my husband was having an affair with his
secretary, I nearly had a nervous breakdown.
He admitted everything, begged for forgiveness, said be
still loves me, and wants to keep our family together. He
also said she didn't mean a thing to him.
The secretary no longer works for thy husband. In fact,
she is married now
My husband told me he couldn't go on if I divorced him,
but I don't think I can ever really forgive and forget. Also,
I want to do what's best for the children. What do you
advise?
CRUSHED
DEAR CRUSHED: Try a little positive thinking. Think
In terms of forgiving, and you still. And one way of forgetting is to never mention it again.
DEAR ABBY: The letter about the hostess who did not
want to give out her recipes reminded me of this incident,
which happens to be true.
A woman I'll call Mrs. Jones served her women's luncheon club a delicithis.casserole. A guest whom I'll call Mrs.
Smith had to have the recipe, so Mrs. Jones graciously
gave it to her.
The next day Mrs. Smith decided to surprise her husband with that casserole for dinner. She put the recipe in
front of her and said, "It calls for leftover lamb, but I don't
have any, but the leftover pork chops will do. Oh, dear, I'm
out of mustard, but I'll use ketchup instead.
"It calls for chives, but I'll use that old clove of garlic
I have in the fridge instead
"And as long as I have turnips, I'll substitute them for
carrots." (I think you get the general ideal
Needless to say, the casserole was terrible and her
husband was revolted.
The next day Mrs. Smith telephoned Mrs. Jones and
said, "Some friend YOU are You didn't even give me the
right recipe!"
And they haven't been on speaking terms since.
J.W.C.
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Mrs. Charles Hamra, loft, member of the Kappa Department it the Murray Woman's Club, is
shown with Dr, Frank Rodman and Mrs. Harold McReynolds who presented a special program on
"Human GroWth"at the meeting of the department held on Tuesday at the club house.

Program On "Human
Growth" Presented
To Kappa Members

meeting at the club house at
Sunday, March 12
The Murray gene atiritilt -7736- p.m. Hostesses- -will- be- have its monthly fellowship Mesdames James Rogers, C.W.
The Kappa Department of the
._
ules Harcourt.
breakfast.lit the Holiday Inn at Jones, and .1
Murray Woman's Club met at
nine a.m.
The _ Chorus of the MUSIC_
the clubhouse on Tuesday,
The Murray Civic Music Department of the Murray
March 7, at seven-thirty o'clock
Association will present the Woman's Club will have a
in the evening.
The program on "Human Munich Chamber Orchestra in rehearsal in the basement of thet •)
Growth" was presented by Dr. concert at the Murray State club house at 6:30 p.m.
Frank ICodman, Professor of University auditorium at 2:30
The Phi' Mu Alpha "Men of
Psychology at Murray State p.m.
Note" will present its "Jazz
University and Mrs. Harold
The New Kentuckians, a MSU" concert at the Murray
McReynolds.
gospel quarter, will be featured State auditorium at eight p.m.
With the aid of slides the in a singing at the Kirk.sey
speakers informed the group of United Methodist Church at
County
Calloway
The
the Human Growth Foundation, seven p.m. The public is invited. Genealogical Society will meet
Inc. The purpose of this
at the home of Mrs. Humphrey
Monday, March 13
organization is to help children
Key at 1:30 p.m.
Murray American Legion
who have growth disturbances.
Post
No.
73
will
have
a
dinner
at
Most of their efforts have been
The New Concord Parentdirected toward problems of 6:30 p.m. at the,Legion Hall. Teacher Club will meet at the
dwarfism-At present there are Special festivities have been school at seven p.m.
100,000 children in the United planned in observance of the
53rd anniversary of the
States that are dwarfs.
The Mattie Bell Hayes Circle
Research has not discovered American Legion in the United of the First United Methodist
States.
the exact cause of this problem,
Church WSCS will'meet at the
but a cure has been discovered
The Bethany Sunday School church at seven p.m.
and is presently being used on Class of the First Baptist
an experimental level.
Church will meet at the
The board of directors of the
The speakers explained that Triangle Inn at seven p.m.
Murray Quota Club will meet at
growth hormones can be exthe Southside Restaurant at
tracted from pituitary glands of
The Sigma Departrneht of the 5:30 p.m.
deceased persons and injected
Murray Woman's Club Will
The Murray Middle School
into :the dwarf. Some dwarfs meet at the club house at 7:30
will meet in the auditorium
PTA
have responded successfully to p.m. for a program by the
this treatment and have grown Readers Theatre at MSU. at seven p.m.
as much as five inches in a year. Hostesses will be Mesdames
Tuesday, March 14
However the big problem is the Frank Fan, Dolores Warner,
Gamma Theta IJOsilon, Infact that as many as 1000 glands A.B. Crass, Kenneth Winters,
ternational Honor Society in
are required to treat one child H.W. Wilson, and Bill Wells.
geography, MSU will meet in
for one year. It is therefore
Romps 3 and 4 of the SUB at
necessary to inform the public
The Theta Department of the
of the need of these glands in Murray Woman's Club will hear seven p.m. Former African
order that individuals might a program by the Music Diplomat Marshall Jones will
will their glands to the Foun- Department Chorus at the be-the speaker. The public is
• vited.
dation. At present the National
Pituitary Agency is providing
funds to develop a synthetic
hormone.
A business meeting preceded
the program. Chairman, Mrs.
1205 Chestnut Stritufi
Bob Billington, announced that
approximately $1000 was made
on the "Haunted House", a
project to raise money for the
for your Drug, Prescription
Murray Middle School Library.
and Sundry Needs
The group voted to hold the
Open
12:00
a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
project again next year. It was
also announced that the Kappa
Department won 2nd place in
the district for the best idea for
a money making project.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mesdames Harold Hurt,
Howard Giles, Norris Gorrill,
and Robert McCoart.

SCOTT DRUG

W ILL BE OPEN EVERY

Mrs. Bulas Wilson
,
Opens Hallie—for—
Coldwater Meeting

Mrs. Bulas Wilson opened her
home for the meeting of the
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Coldwater United
Methodist Church held on
Monday evening, parch 6.
The president, Mrs. Cody
BOGGFSS GIRL
Adams, presided at the meeting
A baby girl, Sherry Ann, which was opened with the
weighing seven pounds 14's recording of "The Lord's
ounces, was born to Mr. and Prayer-. Scriptures on "Prayer
Mrs. Joe Boggess of Murray Promises" were read by Mrs.
Route One on Friday, March 3, Bulas Wilson, Mrs. Bobby
at 7:49 a.m. at the Murray- Locke, and Mrs.
Jimmy
Calloway County Hospital.
Wilson.
The following topics were
They have two sons, Ray
discussed: "Please Lord Thank
Glenn', age two, and Ricky You" by Mrs. Cody Adams;
James, age sit.
"All For One" by Mrs. Jerry
operates the
The father
Haneline; and "Common
Boggess Clean Up Shop.
Errors In Daily Living" by Mrs.
The maternal grandparents Roy Clark.
GAINES GIRL
are Mr. and Mrs. James Sykes,
Refreshments of cake, coffee,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
North 16th Street, Murray.
and punch were served by Mrs.
Gaines III of 1708 Keenlar•
Drive, Murray, announce t}ii Stoke with Bacon and Beans Wilson to Mesdames Jimmy
Wilson, Bobby Locke, Cody
arrival of their adopted bat,\
When winter puts appetites
girl, Kriesta Anne, on Montho j on the upswing, hefty sand- Adams, Jerry Haneline, John
March 6. The baby was bon wiches are satisfying. Mee Baker, James Griffith, Sherod Potts, Robert Jones,
February 13.
, the demand by mashing ,a
The new father is,emplo ••' generous amount of crumbled Charles Tipton, and Roy Clark.
as rate clerk for Paschall Tru, crisp bacon and a bit of members, and Mrs. Lovie
Lines.
pickle relish with canned Finney, visitor.
The next meeting will be held
Grandparents are Mr. all baked beans. For a tasty dip,
Mrs. T. B. Gaines, Jr., of
thin sandwich spread with on Monday, April 3, at seven
p.m. at the church.
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Coop'f salad dressing or catsup.

KELLER BOY
Jason Todd is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Darold
Keller of Gatesborough Estate,
Murray, for their baby bc.4
weighing nine pounds, born
Saturday, February 26, at 6 2f
a.m. at the Murray-Callowa
County Hospital.
The new father is the parmacist at the Houston-McDe‘
Clinic, Inc.
Grandparents are Mr an
Mrs. Paul Keller of Padu ,ad
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Grew
of Evansville, Ind. Gre J.
grandparents are Mr. and Mr Arthur Grewe of Deland, 1,1;
and Mrs. Mayme Zehner
Evansville, Ind.

of Murray Route Four. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
• C. G. Cooper of Murray and
Mrs. Roy Kelso of Murray
Route Four.
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on a- wedding day
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Hunting Dates
Are Announced
Frankfort, Ky.,—Hunters
who plan their vacations around
the gun deer hunt should get
their requests in for the dates
11 • through
November
November 15, Fish and Wildlife
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell
suggested today following a
meeting of the Fish and Wildlife
Resources commission in
sErankfoet.
"All Kentucky counties except Jackson and Owsley will be
open for the 1972 gun deer
hunt"„" Mitchell said, "and
only deer with forked antler or
antlers will be legal game".
The commissioner said the
limit will be one deer per season
per hunter, whether by gun or
bow and arrow. The archery
season, for either sex deer, will
be open in all counties except
Jackson and OwsleyOctober 1
through October 31 and
December 1 through December
31,
—Other 1972-73 hunting seasons
announced today tall dates
inclusive) are: Squirrel, August
19-October 31 and November 16December 31,limit,six daily, 12
in possession; quail, November
16-January 31, limits, 10 and 20;
rabbits, November 16-January
31, limits six and 12.
The grouse season will open
November 16 and continue
through February 28, with
limits four and eight, and
furbearers, November 16
through January 31, no limits.
Hunting seasons for military
reservations and management
areas will be announced at a
later date.
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for crappie belowflematite Dam in the Land Between theLakes. .
-Two Murray fbberhIen,-Chartes Thomas, and James E. King fish
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

,

a

strong wind.
Following a tally, Dr. Clell
Peterson reports that 40 eagles
were seen but he stated that the
strong wind was a great hinderance to the survey. The ratio
of immature eagles to adults
seen this year was 2 to 1.
The highest count in the
L.B.L. was in 4971 when 43
eagles were found. Some may
say "What's the big deal about
seeing an eagle". Yet many
people have never laid eyes on
this magnificent bird, or even
realized that it is possible to see
the majestically soaring bird
over Kentuelty waters.
Woe be unto the person that
harms one of these birds and is
caught. Eagles are protected by
both state and federal laws.
Fines are severe for persons
found guilty of harming or have
one in his possession.
The eagle may never fly over
Kentucky in the abundance that
it once did, and soon it may be
only seen in refuges and
federally protected lands. If you
ever get a chance to see one,
then do. Someday you may be
able to say to your grandchildren,"I saw an eagle once."

By Jerry Allen

Records indicate that the
iHaliqeetus
Eagle
Bald
in
leucoephalus) nested
Western Ky. as late as the
forties. But due to our ever
changing environment and
encroachment of civilization,
the bald eagle is a rare site.
Chances are that if you want to
see our national bird, you'll
have to visit large bodies of
water sometime during si.late
Marc
November through
Possibly L.B.L. will produce
best results for the person with
a yen to see an eagle.
Since little was known about
the distribution and population
of the eagle, one day counts
have been conducted for
several years past by members
of the Kentucky Ornithological
Soejsety. Probably K.O.S.
members know as much about
population trends in Kentucky
and where to find the eagles
than anyone else in the state.
The purpose of the counts
conducted in February each
year is to check all adult and
immature bald eagles and
record the location for future
'.'reference.
• Eagles may be distinguished
'from vultures by their larger
tt•size, in addition, eagles soar on
;flat wings while vultures hold
-their wings -in a V. Also the
eagle wings are broader.
...V7,z2,.___
---,:-•
:-Mature bald eagles with white 4.,...".../
' head and tail are easy to
1. You can sharpen a rock• identify but young, immature
• birds are extremely difficult to dulled hook on the striker
distinguish from the golden section of a safety matchbook,
!. eagle at a distance.
2. When a screw keeps coming
; For the enthusiastic observer loose, set it next time with
,it may be well to know that the epoxy glue.
-bald eagle is very dark and
3. Three small fires with you
-trowhish the first year, but in
the second year it has some in the middle will keep you
white streaks below and by the warmer than one roaring blaze.
• third year the head is spotted
4. Make drawers to slide
with white, by the fourth year
the eagle is usually observed as unties, boat seats and they'll
soon be filled with all manner of
a fully mature bald.
necessities at no loss of usuable
Saturday February 19 several
space.
. K.O.S. members with the help
of Land Between the Lakes
5. Use cigarette filters as hook
personnel conducted an eagle
county in L.B.L. Everyone met guards, as ear plugs at the
at Center Station, then departed shooting range or even as a
II. 22- degree weather and a temporary bass bug.
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Has Fishing Pressure Hurt
Fishing?
This is a question about which
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Hike-inhike-out fishing for brook trout people often wonder, especially
in two wilderness streams in since it's known that fishermen
Cumberland Gap National have taken to the lakes in great
Historical Park will be hordes. Every fisherman can
available this summer, ac- remember a time when very
cording to Fish and Wildlife few boats were seen on the lake
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell. and a man could find a place to
The regulation regarding the throw his line. But since heavy
Cumberland Gap Park fishing, advertising by _ fishing shows,
passed yesterday by the Fish and extra time on our hands and
and Wildlife Commission, a need for recreation, fishing
allows fishing in the portions of has become the top past time of
Shillalah creek and Martins everyone, including me. I head
Fork creek, which lie wholly in for the lake at every available
the park for the period May 15 opportunity.
I'm not saying this is the
through September 15, 1972.
thing to do, but I am
wrong
trout,
brook
the
on
Size limit
lead up to a point that
to
trying
stocked by the National Park
w. as brought out by some local
Service and the U.S. Fish and
iishermen. This point is,
Wildlife Service, is 12 inches,
possibly we are taking too many
with a daily and possession
not leaving enough got
limit of two. Fishermen may bass and
for the next guy.
sport
little
a
use only artificial baits.
Some tend to agree with Joe
Another stream in the park, Dillard and E. L. Rogers
Little Yellow creek, will be open (Biologist for Missouril when'
for fishing only for children they say. "We're going to have
under 14 years old. State size to make a choice, either class
limits will apply and the daily the black bass as a food fish or a
and possession limits for the sport fish." The solution,
rhildren will be four. A warm fishermen say, is to release the
water stream, Little Yellow bass before they are anywhere
creek has no brook trout but near the point of death.
bass and pan fish abound there.
But. then 1 tell them, -This
sound,
changes in fishery isn't
biologically
regulations made—by - the 'especially- if everyone released
Commission yesterday in- their bass."
Then what is the sdlution to
eluded:
A stipulation that no sport our growing problem? Some
fishing trotline may be used in fishermen say the solution lies
those lakes under 500 acres with the bass clubs of the
owned or managed by the Fish nation. It has been said that if
and Wildlife department, ex- they are really concerned about
cept those lakes on the Ballard the problem they'd return the
Management area, and the fish to the lake as an exaMple to
addition of cast nets to the sport other fishermen, especially
fisherman's legal equipment. those caught in the highly
Such nets may not be larger competitive tournaments.
Even the man that doesn't
than nine feet in diameter, with
mesh no more than 3•8 inch, and belong to a bass club and is out
may be used to catch live bait for just the fun of catching a big
only in • certain waters in the bass should think seriously
state. Also, the commercial about releasing the fish he
fisherman may now use -cast doesn't intend to eat. Why
nets in certain waters without waste them? The big ones are so
the formerly necessary tags. few in numbers and it takes so
many years to grow a really big
The turtle is unique - among bass. I make it a point to release
hs fellow reptiles in having its every bass thit I don't intend to
eat and possibly you should
body encased in a shell.

WARD - ELKINS
•=j-644

consider this too.
Missouri fishing experts
believe that lakes can t fished
out if too much pre' ure is
exerted on the fish po ulation
and they have proven tlhis is to
be the case in two ( ifferent
studies conducted dur ing the
past years. They claim that an
average lake will supp rt 15 to
30 pounds of bass per at re. This
isn't much when ye u start
thinking about number of fish.
It could mean one ten pounder
and two five pounder and a
couple of smaller bass
Most fisheries biologists
agree that a lake can stand a
harvest of 5 to 15 poiirids per
acre, but no more. So if you and
your fishing buddy cate h a limit
of 10 bass each at an a‘erage of
3 pounds each, then ,you've
eliminated about 3 acre of bass
habitat for another yei r.
You may say,"Sure,'but what
does this hurt?" Other people
fish the same spots you fish and
they catch fish too. So why not
set an example right here on
Kentucky and Barkle: lakes,
for fishermen in other area of
the country. Possibly li al bass
fishermen will prom ote this
idea of "eat what you catch or
put them back" since they are
as
every( ne
by
known
dedicated bass anglers in the
-best interest of fishing
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Fishing
,• Report
Bass are fair on Kentucky and
Barkley Lake where creeks
meet lakes, bass seem to like
the warm waters resulting from
the recent warm rain. Plastic
worms and hellbenders are
p.redueing the best catches with
jig and eel coming in close
behind.
Crappie are picking up on
Kentucky and Barkley as a
result of the warmer waters.
Slab crappie are being caught
on Kentucky in the stumps on
top of ledges in 9-12 feet of water
and on Barkley at 3-9 feet of
water in stick ups.
Barkley and Kentucky Lakes
are rising as a result.of heavy
rains, Barkley temperatures,
stands at 51 - degrees— and
Kentucky Lake at 47 degrees
with average water level at 355
feet.

Crush
Robert C. Arledge of Murray all smokes
has established a ational dead out.
record with the smallb re rifle,
according to the Natio al Rifle
Association of Americ)
Arledge set the record
November 14, 1971, ii the 40
Shots, International Course,
Prone, from 50 fei t, with
• metallic sights. His s< ore was
400 points.
Competing in an Ni A sanct m ried
at
tournamei t
Lexington, Arledge broke the
previous 'record ar d, in
recognition of the outstanding
been
marksmanship, ha
awarded a certificat) of accomplishment by the I RA.
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Heavy Rains Assure March Jigging Season
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The next two weeks may see more
kingsize bass taken from Kentucky's major lakes than any other
like period.
Everything points to a fine jig-fishing season and if the
weatherman cooperates, water conditions should be just about
right for that type fishing for most of March.
The unusually warm winter has caused the waters to remain
warmer than in most years and with the abundant rains adding
warmer water to the lakes, the temperature should be just about
right. And those same rains have muddied the waters as they
reached new highs and the settling of these conditions should put
big black bass on the prowl.
Jig fishing is an art and a science devised by Kentucky
fisherman on Herrington Lake many years ago. It is a science of
catching the fish where they are, and with muddy, warmer water
they are close to the banks. They may be feeding on juicy tidbits
washed into the water during the rainy period, or they may be
seeking the clearer water which first appears near the bank.
They gin be caught also alongside sunken logs or over submerged stumps, in tree laps or in bushes near the banks which
have been flooded and washed by the higher waters.
But, to jig fish, a special rig is required. ICs simple to prepare,
but requires the use of strong lines, hooks and poles. The jigging
pole is from 10 to 12 feet in length, fairly rigid but not too heavy to
handle. Onto this pole is tied a heavy-duty line of not less than 50pound test, at a length of about six feet.
A large, rigid hook is attached to the end of this line and immediately above is placed a fairly heavy sinker. About 18 inches
higher up the line is the cork, or floater. With a wad of three or
four nightcrawlers draped onto the hook,the rig is completed.
The fisherman must scull his boat very quietly and slowly eight
to ten feet from the bank. As the boat moves along, the nightcrawlers are jigged from the end of the line into the water at a
depth almost up to the floater. The pole is handled in a sharp upand-down ( jigging ) motion,and the lure is taken from the water
periodically and placed down in likely-looking spots as the boat
progresses along- the bank:—
Black bass are lethargio-in the cooler waters and a bit bashful
about taking the offered lure. Therefore, when the fisherman feels
a slight tug or nibble at his bait, he should gently lower the line
into the water until the cork comes to rest on the surface.
After fondling the worms for a few seconds the typical bass will
then decide he likes what he tastes and will gobble up the bait as
he makes a wild dash to the deeper waters. It is then that th)
fisherman "puts the steel" to the fish and hauls it into the boat
with one gigantic effort.
Some fishermen garnish the hook with a couple of artificial
nightcrawlers and have excellent luck. Others use a combination
of live and artificial worms and they too catch a lot of fish. Either
way jigging is an excellent method of harvesting good-size black
bass but it does require much skill and a great deal of endurance.
This is but one type of jigging and occurs usually when the
water is murky to muddy. There's another method practited in'
clearer water at a greater depth whereby large minnows Or
nighterawlers produce good catches.
But, right now is the time to get going on jig fishing. Every lake
in the state should have suitable water forf the next couple of
weeks and possibly longer.
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"Remember now, annual
Alertness is one thing him about it he said, 'You take
off
tomorrow
and
go
to
the
doccheckups
including a procto.
that links a Philadelphia
tor.'"
Talk it over with your doctor,"
The computer plays it back Minneapolis
a
ho
use
wi
fe
;
Mrs. Rodriguez had breast Considine urged.
When a band of casually pattern,
faster, slower, louder, softer.
plumber, and a New York City cancer and about a week after.
You _know _Pop," said
overran
After being immersed in the dress_
dressed
"Jesus
people"
j
aetory
operator.
That
changing keys, forward or
• - a recent- meeting of -the United-drug culture,- a- yoUng person their lives were spared from she had gotten the little booklet "George,'I had one -down at the
she underwent surgery to reoffice. You ought to get one
Council on Evange- may turn to the Jesus
e- cancer is the shared experience move one of her breasts. -An incorrectly played note Methodist
loefore
you leave the company."
•
ham
am In San_Francisco, some of Pleat, absorbing what he
that puts them among the 105
Today, five years later, the
Max had a procto and a macan be subbed-out-arid die propand then move on to Hassidic million Americans alive today tiny seamstress is still making lignant polyp was
"Jews
called
themselves
discovered.
er note placed back in.
--.Ashton-and his-team-deeeler----19rtesus-" .' . • - -- -- _Judaism or soma other--reli- whom-.the. American Cancer dresses for the American wom- That was five years ago. - -- reports
are
cured
of
the
gious
Society
form, Dr. Lifton said.
an.
"Max, you're lucky," his doeThey carried signs accusing
ed a linear language to transAdded foRie evideridreteleil---tor told hini
"Its the speed of the change disease.
recent
.-r-U
--i-e---si-iiel--Music into numbers the cluirch -a"anti-SerigtinifMrs. Julia Cobbs, a 30-year- ous Pap Xereening studies and checkup. "You're in fine
This is the latest wrinkle in which is new," he added. "It is
and letters which can be teleold mother, had gotten into the the mort rlicent experience of shape."
typed into the computer.
the Jesus movement that has not new that all young people
her neighbor- the U.S. Public Health . Ser"Yeah" said Max, "It's funIlse computer then plays the spread among youths across are searching and seeking for habit of visiting
hood Mothers' ilealth Center.
vice's Cancer Control Project ny though how I never even felt
sheet music.
involves
self-identity."
the country, and it
got
a
Pap
test
One
day
she
for uterine cancer detection the the thing "
It can plarchords that would some sensitive points both for
Philadelphia reportedly has a and about a week later they ire than 20 years experience
That's the story of the lifebe Impossible for humaii hands. -Juadisni and Christianity-,
felled • her in- for--more -tests,- in breast -screening and long- saving links thatbound together
-sizeable- 'nutilber- *of
It can play --elimPlicated
In the view of the young par- Jesus people, who Meet at a (This is the test of vaginal cells term followup by the University the housewife, the dressmaker
rhythms and technical passages
ticiptints, it is a kind of re- large house called "The Hidden developed by the late Dr. of Minnesota confirm the use- and the plumber.
- and without error. It can
The American Cancer
...
play the parts of several organ- emergence of olden messianic
Matzoh" to sing, pray, cultivate George N. Papanicolaou. It can fulness of early detection.
The Minnesota group, di- Society believes that more than
at once - and with coordiJudaism,holding firmly to Jew-their Jewish heritage' and tell detect cancer of the womb besymptoms
appear
and
fore
rected by Dr. Victor A. Gilbert- 100,000 more cancer patTeTits
nation impossible for humans. ishness, but affirming the Jew, . of their new love of
Jestls..
when it is more curable.)
sen, includes 8,345 women, 45 might be saved yearly by earIt has instantaneous control
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,
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NEW YORK (API - MediThe physician's "suspicions" rest mostly following breast
gan keys and the computer can tile," but "more Jewish" than in converting
Jews, recognizing were verified. Mrs. Cobbs did self-examination. About 70 per cal care costs in the New York-show the student when he has before.
Christianity's own Jewish foun- have uterine cancer, but for- cent of the -cancers had not yet Northeastern New Jersey are&
hit a wrong key and which key
'rhe Jewiah Manifettations of dations in a Jewish
rose five per cent in 1971 over
Jesus, Jew- tunately it was in its early begun to spread.
should have been hit.
the Jesus movement apparently ish
apostles and other Jewish stage.
Seven out of eight of these the preceding year, says the
The music can be thrown have cropped up in numerous
COMPUTER ORGANIST - Dr. Alan Ashton, University of
"The world fell in on me patients were alive 15 years Department of Labor's bureau'
marks of the original church.
onto a television screen, creat- places.
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Uncle Sam food service keeps workers
WASHINGTON — The U.S.
government has been losing
money for years on outlays
such as defense, foreign aid
and welfare. But this year, it
•

may ioreak even in the restaurant business.
Like many of the vast services dispensed from Washington, the daily outlay of food and

drink is considered a normal
function of government by employes but also a responsibility
which shakes the head of many
taxpayers Wondering where all

the money goes.
In fiscal 1973, the costa of
serving food in Capitol Hill
buildings alone will reflect a
more than $93,000 deficit.
1
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That's not so bad considering
the red ink in the 1968 fiscal
year was $366,000.
Rep. Wayne Hays, D-Ohio, a
12-term member who chairs
the House Administration
Committee, takes some credit
for cutting the losses. Hays has
no background in the food business and doesn't believe the
government should be in it.
But as long as I have something to say about it, we'll try to
save some money," he said.
Hays contends the government has been in the food business for years and is so entrenched it's locked in concrete. Every government
building throughout the nation
has food service for employes.
Capitol Hill represents the
epitome of what the government can do to insure its workers have the proper number of
calories in a given day. Cafeterias, private dining rooms
and quick carry-out food
services operate in the Capitol
itself and each of five office
buildings which serve .the
House and Senate.
However, it Is somewhat of
an oddity that there are only
four restaurants with liquor
services which operate within
walking distance of the Capitol
complex and its thousands of
employes.
There are many reasons for
this disparity of service with
the primary one being that congressmen and lobbyists can get
a better deal by wining and dining under the Capitol dome itself.
Co any given legislative day
it is not uncommon to see a reoePtion or dinner hosted inside
a government building. The
routine for each is always the
same.
A congressman or senator
technically hosts a party to assure use of a conference room.
Food is prepared by cafeteria
- or Capitol chefs and dispensed
by government-paid waitresses
or waiters.
The liquor is ordered by the
member and dispensed with his
office, or a contributor, paying
the tab. The total bill for food.
and labor costs is sent to the
member with, again, the ultimate burden being borne by the
host or a lobbyist who takes the
role of shadow host.
Although it would probably
be simpler in the long run,
there are still federal regulations against the government
getting into the booze business.
Members still must buy their
own bottles on competitive
rates with dozens of District of
Columbia liquor stores anxious
to get the business.
The congressmen also do not
have the less-than-cost purchasing privileges of Embassy
Row party givers. But a buyer
of large case lots can receive
substantial discounts.
"I do some business
hill and I would like to get
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more," one liquor dispenser
said. "We give them a good
price when the business comes
in. Let's say, no one ever gets
hurt in a deal like that."
Prices to members for use of
rooms and food can vary from
a low of $2.75 per person to an
unspecified figure near $1C,
The California State Society,
a loosely knit group of people
with allegiances to the Golden
State, had a party in a Senate
office building at a coat of $7.50
per person. At a major downtown htitel, with similar buffet
and drink services, the tab
would be near $8.50.
Lobbyists like the Capitol entertaining gambit because it is
cheaper and centers on a convenient location for a maxiMUM turnout of congressmen
who can drop in easily from
their offices.
The situation is displeasing,
however, to hotel and restaurant owners on Capitol Hill
who would like part of the acdon.
But if Congress has its way,
two more of the existing privote establishments on the hill
will be torn down within two
years to make room fir a
Senate parking garage. The
proposed garage, by the way,
includes plans for a canopied
rooftop restaurant.
Hays says the congressional
food and drink receptions are
one of the few facets of the government restaurant business
which make money. He would
like to see the margin shaved
even more.
One idea is to have a congressman buying his own
liquor to serve in a government
building cocktail party pay a
$100 across-the-board corkage
charge. Corkage is a basic innkeeper's charge levied on
guests for every bottle of wine
uncorked, or in this case,
served. Hotels in many large
cities have ordinances requiring corkage on opened bottles
in a guest's hotel room.
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Federal State Market News
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Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report includes 9
buying stations
Receipts: Act. 878 Est. 1900
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US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 23.75-24.00,
few select 144.26
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 23.25-23.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 22.75,23.25
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 72.25-22.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-280 lbs., 21.00-21.50
US 1-3 300-500 lbs., 20.00-21.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs., 21.50-22.00
US 2-3 450-850 lbs., 19.00-20.00
Boars 15.00-17.50
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NEW RELIEF PROGRAM
STATISTICAL FOG
GENEVA, Switz. (AP) —
MARYKNOLL N.Y. (API
— An old - Japanese ,proverb _Various chtisfilL,S9uPs. Ingoes. -Many paths ascend cluding the "World 'Council of
Mount Fuji, but at the peak one Churches, the Lutheran World
Federation and East Asian
sees the same moon."
As a result of this reasoning. Christian Conference, have
many Japanese list affiliation planned a major joint relief and
with more than one religion, a rehabilitation program for the
practice that statistically new state of Bangladesh. formakes Christianity seem more merly East Pakistan.'
The first phaSe of khe
widespread there than it actually is, writes the Rev. Morgan gram. costing an estimated $5
Vittengl in Maryknoll maga- million, will last for about a
year.
zine
BISMARCK LAUNCHED
Feb. 14, 1939, Germany's
On
cars
cable
San. Fgancisco,:s
first 35,000-ton battleship, the
are considered a national historic landmark by the Federal . Bismarck, was launched at
Hamburg.
government;
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CUTTING POLLt'TION
ROCHESTER. N Y AV) —
A low-emissions automobile
may be closer than we think —
possibly only five years away
- -according to associate prof.
• Searl Dunn of the University
of Rochester College of Engineering and Applied Science.
Dunn will work on research and
development -of a clean_ auto-Mobile propulsion system with
the aid of a $31.500 grant from
the National Science Foundation .
Dunn's way to cut auto pollution involves replacing the "dirty" high emission internal combustion engine with a much
smaller engine plus a hydrostatic Iransmission capable of
storing energy. A hydrostatic
drive, he says. "is basically
hydraulic pump-motor combination that transmits power
using fluid pressure." The
pump is driven by some external power source, for example. a "clean" gas turbine
He adds that the system is different from all other alternative systems under stiiTy- by
automobile manufacturers and
the Environmental Protection
Agency
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City Ordinance

FOR'SALE

FOR SALE
Another View

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

ZONING
Zoning
District
R-4
ORDINANeE
5000 FORD TRACTOR; D-17 Allis 1972 CHEVELLE SS 350 cubicUMBER 553, BEING AN (Residential). Beginning at a
Ohalmer Tractor; 3000 Ford inch, V8, power. steering, air
RDINANCE FuRirara -point on the northeast corner of-.
Tractor; 806-I.H.C. and others. conditioning, 3 speedrautomatic
AMENDING ZONING OR- Meadow Wood Subdivision;
Vinson Tractor C4,753-4692. ITC transmission, factory stereo tape
DINANCE 491 OF THE CITY OF thence north to a point on the
player and radio. $3,600.00. Phone $
URRAY.,KENTUCKY,SO AS...southwest_intersection of North
M13C
4971 EAGLE litOBILE---121208'; /59-3111
TO ZONE A RECENTLY AN- 18th Street and College Farm
two bedroonts,.._two full_haths,
NEXED AREA OF THE crrv -Readt thenee- west to a point on
-carpet throughout, central air. 1971 CHEYENNE PICKUP,
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY; the northeast corner of Michigan
Phone 753-7606.
M14C excellent condition. Phone 437AND TO AMEND THE ZONING Wisconsin Pipe Line Company
M14P
4171 after 6:00p.m.
MAP 'ATTACHED TO OR- property; thence west to a point
NEW DISC Blades Ingersoll,
NANCE NUMBER 491 AND on the present city limits; thence
heavy gauge to fit all disc 1967 CHEVf II Nova,extra nice,
MADE A PART THEREOF BY south to a point on the northwest
barroars..See us before you buy. good motor, $450.00. Phone 492- •
MUC
_A„s...T0.-gnew..-corner-of--Meadow .Wood -SubVinson TractorCo.,753.489t ITO-Sa4alter-5:40-1)-m•
Price includes cylindrical floor -car
THE NEWLY ANNEXED AREA division; thence east to point of
AND THE ZONING DISTRICTS beginning.
1970-12'x52' MOBILE home, air 1968 CFIEVELLE 396 Super *
THERIN.
conditioner
included. Will sell Sport, 4 speed, 34,000 actual
SECTION IV: The Mowing
with feeders and water cup,
furnished or unfurnished. phone miles, extra nice. Phone 753-1331
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE described area of the City of
M15C
753-2276.
°M17C before 6:00 p.m.
also cover.
ON COUNCIL OF THE Murray, Kentucky, which was
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- recently annexed to the City of
ADAMS HARD surfaced plow 1967 BUICK WILDCAT four door L:
TUCKY AS FOLLOWS,TO WIT: Murray, Kentucky, and now
Inquire at 4021
/
2 South 16th Street
points.
Also regular plow points. sedan, automatic and power.
shown
on
following
SECTION I: The
zoning map into
fit
most
plows. Chisel plow Phone 753-4974 after $TOO
described area of the City of corporated in Zoning Ordinance
or Phone 753-8237
M11C2.
p.m.
points, cultivator shovels a
Mikeeav, 5C4..phirky, which 11771C Nwriber 491 '
753Co.,
Tractor
sweeps.
Vinson
"ZoningDistrict B-2 (BusiLess
recently annexed to the City of
4892. ITC 1962 CHEVROLT, Reg shape.
Murray, Kentucky, and now District)."
•
•it). shift.
Six its indtle\
shown on zoning map in- ..Zoning District B-2 (Business
FIFTY NUMBER 1 weaning pigs Lorry PILE, free from soil is
Alreadiaice/hstd and inspected.
rper.ated in Zoning Ordinance District). Reginnine_at a point on HIT'S PAT NIXON ACiAIN, MAR11-14. )or sale. Phone 436-5454 or 438-FOR RENTCheap. Phone 753-1222.
Ml1Pihe eirpet cleaned with Blue
Number 491 is hereby zoned the portheast corner of Michigan THIS TIME IT'S HER
SHARK
milc Lustre. Rent electric shampooer TWO BEDROOM furnished
"Zoning District R-2 (Ftesiden- Wi.sonsin Pipe Line property;
FIN WITH SWEET AND SOUR
T. Big K, Belaire Shopping trailer, air conditioned, one mile 1966 CHEVY II Nova,6 cylinder,
thence south to a point on the
GOING OUT of business; 13 milk Center.
MI1C from Murray. $85.00 per month, automatic, extra. clean, one
PICKLES RECIPE."
cows. Phone 435-4483, or 435Zoning
District
R-2 southeast corner of Michigan
15th and
water furnished. Phone Cadiz owner. Can' be seen at
14481.
(Residential). Beginning at a Wisoonativ -Pipe.- Line -Company
M11C FIVE INSIDE doors; one b2z4332.
aca. Phone
el
-Main, Whifetfay -r
NOTICE
NOTICE
point on the southeast corner of property; thence west to a point
-M13C
753-9879.
lavatories. See
255 POUNDS AM-PI milk base. commode and two
Meadow Wood Subdivision and on the present city limits; thence
A.
.a-.:-:••-•10
mamma) ApARTmEN;rs,
office,
1011.
Times
Ledger
&
at
the
Phone 753-3996.
MI1P
North 18th Street; thence north to north to a point on the south rightNorth 4th Street.
TFNC living room, kitchen, bathroom 1965 CHEVROLET four door
a point on the southwest in- of-way of College Farm Road;
automatic
with shower and bath. CWie or two sedan, six cylinder,
tersection of Monroe Avenue and thence east to the point of
transmission, no power, new
TREAT rugs right, they'll be a ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant bedrooms.
the guesswork out of your laundering - just set the
take
Zimmerman ApartNorth 18th Street; thence west beginning.
tires. Real clean car. Raymond
delight if cleaned with Blue guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00 ments, South 16th
Fabric Selector knob to the type of fabric in the machine Street. Phone Workman,phone 753.4976. M14NC
are
automatically
with Monroe Avenue to a point on
temperature
Lustre.
Rent
electric
shampooer
and
program
per
Sold
in
case
case
(100
books).
SECTION V: The zoning map
best,
the
753-6609.
M 15C
the present city limits; thence of City of Murray, Kentucky,
$1. Begley Drug Store, Central ,lots only. Ledger & Times Office
selected. Settings are:
south to a point on the southwest dated the 30th day of January,
Permanent Press
Shopping Center.,
M11C Supply, 103 North 4th Street. TF DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five roons 1970 GTO, POWER brakes,
earner of Meadow Wood Sub- 1969,attached to and made a part
DelicateNC
'
-Land bath, central beat and air, power steering, vinyl roof, facdivision; thence east to the point of Zoning Ordinance Number
Wool
MINIATURE
SCHNAUZERS.'
large tory air conditioned, stereo tape,
racking carpet throughout, e
of beginning.
White
491 by reference, is hereby
Registered, non-shed coats, only FOX TROTTING,
master
bedroom,
r
Days automatic with 400 cubic inch
ponies, English,
Colors
SECTION II: The following amended and changed so as to
two left. $65.00 and $75.00. Shots. horses, 54"
phone
753-3648
or
after engine, one owner. $2500.00
types. 5 gaited stallon,
Bright Colors
(*scribed area of the City of cotrickle with the provisions of
Kennels, Western show saddtes.phene 753. 5:00 p.m.
Melody-Ayer
TFC firm. Phone 753-2420, ask for
"Delicate" will do an excellent job for those fine articles
Murray, Kentucky, which was this ordinance. The Clerk of the
Roger.
M14C
Buchanan, Tennessee,
M11P
Ph°'ne
recently annexed al the City of City .of Murray, Kentucky, is
usually hand-washed.
247-3345.
Ml3P 73487
1631 FARMER AVENUE, unurray, Kentucky, and now directed to tmend said zoning
furnished duplex, March 15, one
.TRAV._EL .TRAILER, 1970 bedr/iom, living room and REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
shown on zoning -map in- 'Map sir as to-- ?Weal the zoning
.
trader
BEDROOM
TWO
8):47'
Central -Center, 641 North , Murray
_
Avenger TandsiM, 19':self cam dinette, bath, kitOhoe, storage
Avenge
rated in Zoning Ordinance p_revi.sions of this ordinance.
furniture $995. Alse, have twOrimh,
"The CLEAN Place."
REDUCED 10EENLAND
Extras.
sleeps
R.
umber 491 is hereby inned
morns,
private
drive
and
carport.
- 6'
-. '
lots on paved road with rural'White
Ph story, 3 bedrooms, 1% baths,
Always attended - ask attendant about our quality discount
Tr. 24
'Zoning District R-3 (Residen- CERTIFIED AS APPROVED
'6034s North 18th Shady yard. Married couple only. carpeted living room'
line, near Fairdealirtg. Call street'.
water
,
.
washer
tickets.
- and
Ml3P $75.00.PhoneA92-11174.
• 1).'
AND
BY THE ZONING
MI1C
:
M11P
•-•• W.*
•-•• ••-•• 41-•
753-5809.
• 0-40
separate dining room. Kitchen
PLANNING
COMMISSION
OF
R-3
Zoning
District
with all built ins, family room,
Beginning at a CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- PERSONALLY conducted tours ELECTROLUX SALES & SeE FULL BLOODED Beagle pup- BROOKFIELD MOBILE Home,
•thboose FURNISHED ONE bedroom library and laundry with shower.
int on the northwest in- TUCKY,ON THIS THE 4fili DAY to Hawaii, Mexico, California, vices,Box 213,Murray,Ky., C.M. pies, 5 weeks old. $5.00 each 12'x55',full
furnitnders,porct, apartment, carpeting, electric Phone 753.7295 after 4t00 p.m.
Farion of Monroe Avenue and OF MARCH, 1972.
Williamsburg. Va., Washingtop. Sanders, phone 382-2468,
Phone 753-2820.
M13C MIIC
141
4
air conditioner, antenna and heat.Phone 753-6044.
•
TFC
18th Street; thence north to
plus others. Write_for- 1972. mington, Kentucky.
Call
rotor,
all
in
condition.
good
_
s. Bob Bilhngton
int on the northeast corner of
brochure from Pennyrile Tours,'
Turniahed 435.57111 or 43f,.56-74
mix TWO BEDROOM trailer, air "THE THING for Spring" a
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank TWO BEDROOM
dow Wood Subdivision; Secretary of Zoning and Plan- Rt.4, Hopkinsville, Ky.
condition.
trailer,
45'x10'.
In
good
conditioner and water furnished. homesite for house or trailer on
ning
Phone 753-7850. TFC
Commission of City of
e south to a point on the
M11C installation.
42240._
Phone
Ml1P
SOME
753-7647.
PEOPLE
like
to
pay
the
Private lot with storage building. beautiful Kentucky Lake at
right-of-way of Monroe Murray, Kentucky.
full retail pric4 Fdr aeirinr1962 Ford for sale. See or call Keniana Lakeshore Subdivision.
nue; thence east to the point
1968 CHEVROLET Tandem, new machines and stereos. They think James Black at Coldwater 489- Good roads, water, and lake
ADOPTED
ON
FIRST
beginning.
M13C access. Prices start at $6 5.00
good tires, 24'fled bed things are better- if they cost 2513.
327-engine,
READING BEFORE THE
with low down payment and low
ECTION III: The following
with grain sides. A-1 Shape. more. If you are one of those
COMMON COUNCIL OF CITY
ibed area of the City of
buy a sewing machine or FOUR ROOM furnished apart- monthly payments. Featured this
ple
Phone
Aaarns,
Mayfield,
247Jim
OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY,ON
y, Kentucky, which .tiras
M1 stereo from us at the full retail ment; private entrances, no week end, a large trailer lot 80' x
3895. THE 9TH DAY OF MARCH,1972.
BUY
furnished _Phorw
225' x 150' in the LAeahore
ell give you a Sisn nn
stenezedio,thejlty of
Heights area for $1295.00. Drive
urray, Kentucky, and now
US
Savings
Bond
to
help
put
the
or
753-3519
753-3474
days,
Stalls.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor,City of
HILD'S PLATE
, ML out today or cell 4364X111,
nights.,.
own OR ,z_o_oing _ map in,
01:,
.
,
collig,e
And
lads,
through
Murray, Kentucky-- (under 12 years)
Inspection at your conrporated in Zoning Ordinance
still give you the Free vacation in
ATTEST:
Meat and 2vegetables or
M11C
venience.
umber 491 is hereby Zoned
Florida or Las Vegas. You get the
Stanford Andrus, Clerk, City o ii t
APARTMENT,
french fries...$.0 Here o
Zoning District R-4'(ResidenDiscount EFFICIENCY
best
for
less
at
the
1TC
Murray,Kentucky.
Go 753 4953
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
*al)."
Sewing
And Stereo Center, available now,across street from BY OWNER; 1623 Loch Lomond
Hazel, Kentucky,492-8812. M13C class room area of campus. Drive, a spacious house with a
Private parking provided. Phone
HOMY WANTED
MUY WANTED
fenced in back yard, located on a
753-4342
or 753-478 after 5:00
SIZE
14
James
Kenrob
knirshell
dead end. street. House contains
If You
p.m.
M14C large carpeted living room with
ONE CROWN stereo cassette hog sleeves, light beige color,
Newest models
Miss
dining area,family room, built-in...tape player, also one Sony /kW king zipper in the back. Machine
E
washable. Worn only twice.
kitchen,four bedrooms, 1 tz baths
demonstrated
or
E
7534512
FM
receiver.
Phohe
Phone."
=
beautiful, but too small! Cost SERVICES OFFERED
and utility room. Phone 753-6557
M11C
FREE at your home. 753-3571.
E
$22.00, will sell for $15.00.
M13C
for appointinent.
E
mid I n.tallment salt, LIVESTOCK: ONE Pure bred 753-1916 days or 753-3147Phone
after FOR RADIO, Television and
-Hill Take '1 rade 441 am
Before 5:00 p.m.
500 p.m.
TFNC .iectrical appliance repair, also
Angus_ cow and calf, three angus
oCARD OF THANKS
_plumbing maintenance'phone
or
-heifers, springing heavy,. two
:53-6091.
'March
2714C
Call SAL SARCONE
We wish-to express our deep
Charolias heifers, one year old, 8
Hu health, %ealthy and
= I will start you with $700. a month guaranteed, send you to
more
Many
appreciation
and thanks to our
white
heifers.
face
753-7222
Slender-Wise
▪ school for two and a half weeks expenses paid, train you in
many friends and relatives for
Between
heifers and feeder steers. Also
6:00
p.m.
additions,
home
ALL
your
FOR
Have
a
Service
vegetable
plate-8.69
Also Offered some baby calves. Phone 474g the field,selling and servicing established business accounts.
alteptions, remodeling, etc. the many expressions of symHere or Go
7:00 p.m. In The
753-4953
-Must be over 21, have a car, bondable, ambitious and sports
pathy and kindness shown to us
M11C
2236. Gordon's Market.
t.'i-tk Estimates. Phone 753WANT TO BUY
:
F
. minded. Hospitalization and pension program.
Evening
TRIANGLE INN 6123.
TFC following the death of via
If you know your route
husband, father, grandfather.
WANT TO BUY good used TWO YEAR old Westinghouse,
boy's number, please call
boys,
30"
and
brother, John Workman.
electric
oven
range,
glass
$600.00.
will
1971 HONDA CB 350,
bicycle. Prefer 24"
him first. If you get no
door. 7A53_
vo
6c
oad
m.o green, 1175.00. Extras. Phone Buchanan, SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back ,Especially do we thank the
g For Appointment Call ...
7u53-60nN3(tt
Phone
g
'
p
n
0
o
n
d
5
7
t:r
i
17-;in
results then call John
migc hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- nurses and staff of the Cardiac
M11C Tennessee 642-7009.
Pasco , Jr. at the above
TFC Care Unit and the second floor of
5933.
number during the hours
the Murray-Calloway County
WANT TO BUY baby stroller, REGISTERED IRISH Setter, six DRUM SET, four piece, blue
TRACTOR REPAIR work. Hospital, Dr. Gary Marquardt
listed
wheels and frame must be good months old, from champion field sparkle. Including drummer's
Experienced mechanic on duty. and Dr. Richard - Hutson,- the
Holiday Inn in Mayfield, Ky.
MlIC and show lines. Phone 436Phone 753-2815.
throne and _cymbals. Will sell We Make field service calls day
donors of food and flowers, the
2437,
Ml1P cheap. Phone 753-€247.
MI1P or night. Phone 753-9879 or 753HIGH COST of hospital visits
Call 247-3700 Collect
staff of the Max Churchill
piano,
player
WANT
TO
BUY old
worry you? Why not let MFA
Marchl7C Funeral Home, Dr. H. C. Chiles,
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. QUEEN SIZE bed with mattress 9857'
copper
a
any
condition.
Also
9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
Insurance Company pay those
.,.Bro. Roy Beasley, members of
rill6C East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will and springs. Almost like riew. INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
bills for you. They can even pay boiler. Phone 753-7683.
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a Phone 753-2386:
M11C painting; any size job.- All work the Clayborne Jones Sunday
you after you return home. Phone
WANT TO BUY February 2 rnontk Call 753-6202 or 753guaranteed. Use first quality School Class of the First Baptist
EARN AT home addressing WANTED EXPERIENCED 753-1222 or go by 505 Main and
3648.
TFC BIG THREE bedroom double paint. Free estimate. Call Stev Church and for those who served
Times
&
copies
of
the
Ledger
M 15P'
envelopes. Rush stamped self- secretary. Phone 753-1452. M11C check the low rates.
l4ide mobile homes, only $6595.00, Todd,753-8495.
Pleasebring to office of Ledger &
April 10C as active pallbearers.
"addiessed envelope T. Marmon,
May God's richest blessings
furnished. Also plenty
AKC
TOY-Poodle
:puppies,
849
c:oinpletely
No
,9
0
Times,
tett
North
-4thStreet.
Star Route, Box 39, Floyd,
rest- upon each of - you is our
TFN(' -1445.5.00. Also beautiful tiny toy of 12' wide models to choose
phoa calls plilose.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, prayer.
Virginia,
ITP
WANTED
Peek-A-Poo and one Toy Chinese from. We trade for furniture or
bank gravel, fill dirt and
also
after
Mrs. John t Dixie) Workman
flug puppy. Phone 753-4469
anything of value. Bill's Mobile
NOTICE!
Waitress Apply in person
topsoil.
Phone Hardin, 354-8569 or
WANTED COOK,apply in person
FOR RENT OR SALE
M14C Homes,Paducah, Kentucky, 3900
and family
1TNC
Apr.
7C
6:00
p.m.
M11C
354-8161
after
at Jerry's Restaurant
to Sykes'Cafe.
Western Kentucky Stages,
South Beltline Highway, phone
Inc., Murray, Kentucky, has
1968 - 12'x64' CUSTOM Buil'
MlIC
443-6150.
South 12th
applied to the Department of
Take along a sack full from
WE ARE looking for one hard
Motor Transportation for a
Viceroy Mobile home, up
our meat 'n Biscuit Menu
WILL KEEP children in my
working salesman who wants to
chartered rate increase of 5
Country Ham on a 8,scuif
14' ARKANSA TRAVELER boat home, any age. also do sewing.
furnished, except for stoic
cents
per
bus
mile
off
a
31organization.
join a fine sales
Sausage
and trailer, 10 H.P. Evinrude Located near Earl Lee's
Washer and dryer hookups. CO
FOR SALE OR TRADE
passenger bus, a 55.00 in" Bacon "
Expected income, $2504300 per
crease on overnight charges,
M14P Grocery. Phone 753-7525. M14P
motor. Phone 753-1556.
water
and
Set
up
On
natural
gas.
5.2$ each or 4 for S 89
and a maximum of 4 percent
week. Leads furnished, local
753-4953
34 acre lot tin SSouth 16th Street
increase
in
express
charges,
selling 1968 FORD custom, power
other
NO
area.
NEW AND used tractor tires. 27 YEAR 01..D M ..rried Veteran
to become effective April 15,
Will sell or rent both; or will sell
organization can give you as steering, air, low mileage. Ex1972. Protests to the proposed
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy with B.S., varied ability and work
751Phone
lot.
trailer
and
rent
increase may be made with
much self-satisfaction through cellent condition. .Will trade for
WV'
service. Vinsou_tractOr
2820.
the Department of Motor
experience needs evening em3 CHORE-Dairy Staunaccomplishment as this one. good pickup. Phone Lee Redden
Transportation, Frankfort,
ITC
Phone 7534892.
ploy I nent. Phone 753-2951. -M 17P
Kentucky,
in
the
manner
chions,
Excellent future. If you like 435-4525.
6
and
-Foot
bush-hog
Ford
M11C
provided
by
the
rotes
and
get
-to
1970-12'x60' MOBILE home Far Corn. Plicme 442-859i. M 13C 1956-25 H.P. JOHNSON outboard
talking to people and want
-maul/Huns of the Departfithit
B-6
Tocated in FoiMett
terbe a les/Ore
.
ment. All protests most state
motor, A-1 condition, $100.00. FURNITURE' REFINISMING,
itrfinan SOY BEANS for seed, 3,000 Phone 753-4763.
Sale
Paducah, Kentucky, 443- FOR SALE OR TRADE grocery. the grounds of or reasons
M14C all-work guaranteed. Free pick
therefor.
co.
4594 for an appointment. This is Dotng good business, reason for
ea°
up and delivery. Free estimate.
12-17
0per moot! h 'sties York, germination of 88
an excellent sales position with selling, retiring. Phone 753plus u
ies.?hone 753-8960114r per cent, Phone 435-5165 or 435- TWO STANDS of country lard Antique or natural finish. Jerry
1415.
, M21C 7663. j
4:00p.m.
tremendous future.
March 15NC
M I6C Phone 492-8608.
Marchl6C
1TP McCoy,753-3045.

FOR SALE
DWARF
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PARROT
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sanders, one buffer, a paint gun
and an outboard motor with a
gas can. Maness denied having
Harold Landolt, rather of
anything to do with the theft.
Gene Landolt of Murray, died
Police testified that a buffer
suddenly at his home in Bonne
found in the floorboard of a
was
Terre, Missouri, Friday.
Cougar that Maness was
Surviving Mr. Landolt are his
working on after being tipped
widow, and one daughter, Janet
by Howard Todd ,that he saw
Landolt, St. Louis, and son,.
Maness leave his home on the
Gene, and three grandchildren,
Pottertown Road with the
George, Debbie and Lore, all of
buffer. Todd identified the
Murray.
buffer as. his, Maness:testified
Funeral services will beat the he had purchased the
that
Methodist
Marvin Chapel
buffer the night before from an
Church in Bonne Terre at 2 p.m.
individual who delivered it to
Monday. The Boyer Funeral
his home about 2:00 o'clock on
Home
has
charge
of
the morning of June 11, 1971.
arrangements.
The case was filled with
conflicting testimony both from
the itltnesses for the Commonwealth and for the defense.
Different testimony was given
The reeewillreompleted Dees Bank of Hazel will bold an open house-grand opening Saturday,
by various officers who inMarch 11. From the front door, the loan windpivitiwthefenter, with the tellers' windows on the left.
vestigated the case as to who
read the warrant to Maness, as
Murray
Mrs. Lucy Colson of
to whether he was informed of
Route Two was claimed by
his constitutional rights when
death on Friday at 2:20 p.m. at
he was arrested, as US the exact
the Murray-Calloway County
time when the buffer was taken
-Hospital-She- was 72 -years of
services for Mrs. Ida
from the car TeitWet-Wore
age and her death followed an
Vinson Barbee of 213 Elm Street
warrant was presented or afextended illness.
will be held today at 1:30 p.m. at
ter), etc.
Survivors are her husband,
the chapel IA the BlalockThe Commonwealth charged
Carl Colson of Murray Route
Coleman Funeral Home with
that Maness went to the home of
"Qualifications of Elders"
Rev. David Roos, minister of
Two; three daughters, Mrs.
Bro. -Henry Hargis officiating.
Frank Kirks and picked up the the First
will be the subject of the serChristian Church
Brent (Euple) Atkins, 1666
Pallbearers
will
be
H.P.
property allegedly stolen. Kirks (Disciples
of Christ), will be
Calloway, Murray, Mrs.
Vinson, Jr., Carl Vinson, C.D. mon by Bro. Roy Beasley, Jr.,
said his childrett'drug" up the speaking
on the subject, "A
Garnett Trenholm of MunVinson,
Jr., Joe Dill, Cleburne for the 10:40 a.m. service on
propertyfrom the creek behinif Man Among
Robbers", at the
fordsville, and Mrs. Joe Ross of
Adams,
Arthur Quinn, Willie Sunday, March 12, at the
his house. Kirks said that 10:45 a.m, service on Sunday,
Bedford; one son, Franklin
Owen
Vinson,
and John T. Seventh and Poplar Church of
Maness was alone at the time, March 12.
Christ.
Colson of Murray Route Two;
Nolin.
then changed his story to say
Ronnie McNutt will read the
His
scripture
will
be
from
two sisters, Mrs. Ernest Futrell
last
Mayfield
Interment
will be in the
FLYING LOW—Joe Ford gets down low as he brings the ball toward the basket for
that he was accompanied by Luke 10:25-37.
Dr. Woodfin
of Almo Route One and Mrs.
Bailey Cemetery in Stewart scripture from I Timothy 3:1-7
night against Carlisle County ne of the most exciting games of the tournament, the Regional Maness' father-in-law. Maness
Hutson will be the worship 'county, Tenn., with the and Titus 1:50-59. Ted Howard
Fred Dilday of Murray Route
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TILGHMAN ADVANCES
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The Blue Tornado of Tilgh- 19, Peel 6, Clymer 2, !lemons to Gov. Wendell H. Ford by Mr'.
presentcl at(both the morning
man oveneame the 36 point and Bock.
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Golden ,Anmineral content of pasteurized finals by taking an easy 88-71
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